" Oh, it's period all right. It belonged to an aunt of mine, who came from Seine-et-Mame and died in '78, about
the time of the Exposition	"
Roquin had turned his head. His eyes were following the line of the door-frame.
" What are you looking at ? " Miraud asked him. " I was thinking that it was a mistake to leave the old mounting."
" Do you really think so ? "
" I might take it out for you . . . and replace it by another one. I could carve it to match the design of that ornament there, for example — turning it the other way round, perhaps."
Miraud, as he listened to him, was very much annoyed with himself. He realised for the first time that the commonplace frame of the bay clashed with his precious oak folding door.
" Don't worry about it. There's lots of time to put it right. Remind me of it this winter."
The fact was that Roquin was intimately, fraternally, associated with the story of the door. Their friendship found a memorial in it.
One day, seven or eight years earlier, Roquin was busy in his workshop when Miraud came to speak to him, with anxious excitement in his voice.
" Come round to my place for a minute. I want to ask you whether I've made a fool of myself."
On the way he told him about his adventure. He was just back from the region of Meaux, where he had taken a job for two weeks in a chateau in which all the interior decoration was being changed. As he was walking along a passage, he had noticed, leaning up against a -wall, two oak panels, carved and fluted in places, which must have been dismantled from one of the parts of the chateau which were undergoing transformation. His heart had really leapt as he saw them. These panels, adorned with cleverly executed figures, hollowed out into reliefs smoothed and polished by age, made of a perfect wood, struck him as the most beautiful

